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RILVE® (ILL-Vay) was founded in 

1952 as a brand that is stead-
fastly committed to exceptional 
handcrafted quality in residential 
cooking appliances including ranges, 
cooktops, ventilation and accessories.  
ILVE’s state-of-the-art manufacturing  
facility, located near Venice, Italy represents 
more than 50 years of tradition, continuous 
technological research and relentless innovation.  
Bringing a unique brand of Italian craftsmanship 
to the devoted chef, ILVE has become known as 
the brand for people who are passionate about 
cooking and fine kitchen appliances.

The traditionally inspired Solid Door Collection adds 
even more ways to customize ILVE’s award winning 
Majestic ranges.  The Solid Door Range is completely 
windowless and features a traditional ILVE Majestic 
handrail on the oven door.  The special order range 
is available in five made-to-order size options in any 
of ILVE’s eight exclusive standard colors, over 200 
RAL Colors, three trims with a mixed metal option, 
and four leg styles.  Various cooktop configurations 
and accessories are available for a completely 
tailored home cooking experience.  

From an 8 minute pre-heat option to green 
energy features, ILVE Ranges are state-
of-the-art when it comes to functionality, 
while keeping simplicity of use first and  
foremost. From preparation to cleanup, 
ILVE spares no effort to making cooking 
a pleasure, each and every time.  

EuroChef USA is the Exclusive importer  
of the ILVE brand for the United States

ilveappliances.com



  High efficiency brass burners for simmering and searing 

                 Large capacity multi-function oven w/ rotisserie accessory 

                                   Removable griddle over large oval burner*  

                                               Full-width warming drawer

                                                              Continuous cast-iron grates 

                                                                         

48” 40” 36” 30” 60”

Stainless
Steel

AVAILABLE IN:

True
White

Antique
White

Gloss
Black

Burgundy Midnight
Blue

Emerald
Green

Matte
Graphite

RAL 
colors

BURNER CONFIGURATIONS  Additional configurations available at ilveappliances.com

*Not available on 30”

ILVE Solid Door Majestic ranges are an iconic collection of ranges that  
will enhance the appearance of any kitchen.  Combining the perfect  
combination of beauty, design and performance excellence for a  
look that will be uniquely yours.

SOLIDDOOR C O L L E C T I O N 


